Joseph Campbell introduced the concept of “Monomyth” in his book
The Hero with a Thousand Faces, which was published in 1949.
Monomyth, also referred to “The Hero’s Journey,” is a universal
narrative pattern out of myths and tales from various cultures and
times: a hero enters a wonder world. He overcomes the unknown
circumstances and self-confusion; finds friends; conquers the devil
and brings magic power back to his original world. He benefits his
fellows and turns out to be a hero of two worlds.
Danyang Zhao, the curator of the exhibition, moved to Berlin in 2008
and initiated an art project “I wish, China” since 2010. She
interviewed many Chinese about their wish for their homeland and
gave the wishes to artists in Berlin. Many artists created art pieces
based on their inspiration from the wishes. Kai Teichert was one of
them. His three wall-sized paintings triggered passionate discussion
and reflection among Chinese visitors, when the exhibition “I wish,
China” were held on in China. That was exactly what the curator
wished herself: art brings a trans-minded and intercultural
perspective to this extremely monocultural society in China to evoke
self-awareness and free will of individuals.

The Chinese fashion bag designer Boqing Huang falls in love with Kai Teichert’s art immediately, when the curator introduced the
three paintings to him. Continually struggling between artistic ideas and commercial needs, personal freedom and the
responsibilities for family and employees, the designer perceives a call from his artist instinct- inviting Kai Teichert to work with
him on the designed bags and exhibit them in Berlin, a city in which people have less hesitation to follow the wills of themselves.
Without knowing where this practice would lead him, the designer steps onto his journey same as how the curator stepped onto
hers seven years ago.
It is how the story of the exhibition “Monomyth” begins.

“Grotto” the Fashion Brand created by Boqing Huang

Why have the heroes with diverse cultural portraits since thousands of years been having a similar
journey?
Cousineau wrote in the introduction to the edition of The Hero’s Journey (2003) “the monomyth is in
effect a metamyth, a philosophical reading of the unity of mankind’s spiritual history, the Story behind
the story.”
“Every time I paint, I feel myself walking in a jungle. I lose my way from time to time, but in the end, I will
be there”. Kai Teichert explained the process of how he makes paintings.
Kai Teichert’s paintings mostly speak for nature and human bodies; beauty and lust; deducement and
joy.
Each of us has a unique body, but we all on a journey to learn how to live with our own body.
Each of us lives a different life, but we all on a journey to learn what life is about.
The modern world runs under the rules of a mechanism. However, the mechanism is also a creation of
the human being who is driven by emotions and desires. The free Will begins with understanding your
own desires. The freedom of decision matters, only when you know what you want.
Nature and the world we live in is continuously changing. The hero’s journey was sympathized almost
every time and every place, not because of the achievement of the hero, but because he finds meanings
from unknown and chaos, strength and chances in the lost situation. The essence of Monomyth is not to
be the hero but on the way of being a hero, which means you are not afraid of crossing the border and
walking in an unknown world.

Bag is an object, which accompanies people on their way, which is not only to be seen but also to be touched. Bags as artistic objects
are beyond the sense of vision and statical aesthetics. They are produced to provide functions and create interaction with people who
carry them. They integrate the fleeting time and individual life into them.
Practicing art in an interdisciplinary and intercultural context is an adventure. It challenges the artists of exploring different contacts with
materials and visual construction. The designer and the painter are both excellent at what they do and have a profound understanding
of the objects they usually deal with.
However, could the devised talents and experiences work out on a common flow? If the curator could help out the different motivations
and focuses?
The questions will be answered during Berlin Art Week.
Opening on the 27th of September, Kai Teichert and Boqing Huang, together with three well-known performance artists, Anna
Berndtson, Lan Hungh, Yingmei Duan will bring the art-fashion pages and paintings into a new category by integrating their artistic
initiation into each other, at aquabitArt gallery in Berlin.

Exhibition: Sep. 27-Oct. 2
Opening hours: 2PM-6PM
Events:
8:00 PM, Sep. 26: Private view (RSVP) talking with the designer Boqing Huang, the painter
Kai Teichert, and the curator Danyang Zhao
Performance:
5-11PM, Sep. 27, Anna Berndtson
5-11PM, Sep. 29, Lan Hungh
5-11PM, Oct. 2, Yingmei Duan

Kai Teichert’s five motives for “Monomyth Bags”
By Danyang Zhao
I have visited the studio of Kai Teichert in Berlin many
times to discuss this project. Swaying and jumping
among the ancient narrative symbols and thoughts
today, I have observed and accompanied Kai’s journey
to finalize a new form of art before giving birth to the
principal objects.
Here I would introduce five motives of him, which we
both do not know if they will be finalized on the bags, or
developed further, or abandoned because as the
curator, I see the middle process a vital presence as
much as the result.
The five motives are all traceable to the wish list of the
project “I wish, China.” Kai plans to paint the five
motives on the circumference of the designed bags, as
closed destinies and a permanent looping journeys.

1- a loop of life of woman

In 2011, the female artist Michaele Brüll created a feminist
installation, Two to Three (2:3), The Fine Distinction, for the
exhibition “I wish, China,” responding to ”I wish China would
become a country where women outnumber men.”
This motive created by Kai Teichert extends this transformed
interpretation, and brings the feminist concern to an essential
status: the independence gives women space and strength to
confront every transient moment in the unceasing flow of their
life. They are also in the position to figure out their gaining and
losing under the rules of nature. Should the ego and unique self
be identified in the continuous circulation of a living world?

2- a loop of daily life
I wish that China was a country which is not always in
hurry.
For thousands of years, the Egyptian God and Goddess had
been shuttling on a boat between death and life, darkness and
lightness. On this motive, four devised body figures relaxing on
a boat, which is being dragged by a clumping rhinoceros. The
rhinoceros seems lax, but still attracted by the hanging banana
and moving slowly forwards. Jocularly, Kai draws a metaphor
of daily life, not only referring to the human being, but also to
every species on earth. Is there anything truly so important,
that you must run after it out of breath? Don’t forget that you
are not different from the animals which share the world with
you, die one day.

3- a loop of competing power
I wish China was a land, where people feel
being sure of their feet.
“Ship of Fools,” the famous painting of
Hieronymus Bosch in the fifteenth century
presents an permanent status of human being
as social animals: they stay in a small group,
calculating, fighting, flirting, stabbing others,
without noticing the changing of a bigger
world.
On this motive, Kai draws
individualized human statuses, which are all
unstablized by the competing power of two
giants. It is a modern attitude regarding
thinking about how much individuals can
control their lives. Is it individualization or
isolation? Are we empowered or only living
with an imagination of growing stronger? They
are also questions which confuse the modern
Chinese urban intellectuals.

4- a loop of transforming between “good” and “bad”
The moment that the God of wind blowing, the people struggling
again the impact, is also the moment that the cloud moving, and
the rain is coming to nourish lives. Kai uses the body symbols to
lecture the fundamental course of nature, which is either an
ancient Chinese philosophy.
I wish China was a land where the sky’s blue, the water’s
clean, the milk’s drinkable and experts speak the truth.
Does Chinese feel absence of respectation the order of nature in
their land? Is this absence breaking the fundament of the society
where they live?

5- a loop of the eternal instinct
I wish China was a land where there is no traffic jam.
I wish China was a land where people could regain their
mental peace in this bustling world.
The penises horses are marching towards the vagina. The
male riders seem trying to control the horses, while not
feeling very motivated when the charming ladies ahead. The
scene of the exploring sexual instinct is amusing and vivid,
shows energy; but also implicates a crash of losing control.
Reference:
I wish, China
Kai Teichert

Performance Artist Anna Berndtson

Anna Berndtson is a Swedish performance artist working foremost
with Long Duration Live Performance Art. The foundation of her
practice is the presence of both the artist and the public. Her body and
her own perception are placed in the center of her works, which
transgress boundaries with elegance and style.
Born in 1972 in Malmö, Sweden, Anna Berndtson studied
post-dramatic theatre at the Dartington College of Arts, UK, where
she explored the presentation and staging of both herself as well as
an ensemble. Influences from the fine arts made her works more visual
and physical and less staged or theatrical. She graduated with a BA
(Honours) Degree in Theatre in 1999. In 2001 she joined the
performance class of Marina Abramovic at the HBK Braunschweig,
Germany, where she graduated with a Diplom in Fine Arts in 2005.
She now lives and works in Sweden and Germany, working primarily
with Long Duration Live Performance Art.

https://annaberndtson.com/

Anna Berndtson has performed and exhibited work extensively
including; Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Foundation Beyeler, Basel,
Liljevalchs, Stockholm, The LAB Gallery, Dublin, P.S.1 MoMA, New
York, Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam and VV2 at the Venice Biennale.

Anna Berndtson
Walking in my shoes
Performance initiation
on Monomyth

My instinctual thought, when I think about a journey (also a Hero’s
Journey) is a journey on foot. To walk a mile in someone else’s shoes is an
idiom used to express empathy for another person’s life journey. In my
performance, I will offer the public to change shoes with me and
experience walking in my shoes. I will also experience walking in there’s.
On the journey we make together, I will ask them about what is important
to bring on a journey and what they would pack in there bag. I will bring a
selection of my shoes and change them throughout the duration of the
performance.

Performance Artist Yingmei Duan

In Between, 2004 / Yingmei Duan / Photo Chengwu Luo
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yingmei_Duan

Yingmei Duan has made her name in numerous national and international
exhibitions, festivals, residencies, lectures and workshops through her
performance art. Her work has been shown in, among others Van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam (2005), La Biennale di Venezia in Italy (2007), Haus
der Kulturen der Welt in Germany (2009), Guangzhou Live in China (2010),
Lilith Performance Studio in Sweden (2011), Hayward Gallery in London
(2012), Glynn Vivian Art Gallery in Swansea in Wales (2013), He Xiangning
Art Museum in China (2014), The 19th Biennale of Sydney in Australia
(2014), Solyanka State Gallery in Moscow (2015) and Wiener Festwoche in
Austria (2016), Capsule Shanghai in China (2017).
In 2014 a book on her work was published in English, German and
Mandarin. A publication for which Beijing Live’s curator, Jonas Stampe,
wrote the preface. The selection of her works in the book takes into account
the four main focus points of her practice for which Yingmei Duan has
invented an independent terminology. She describes these priorities as:
“Daily Live Art Performance” (DLAP), “Equal Collaborative Performance”
(ECP), “Solo Performance” and “Performance Installation.”
Much of Yingmei’s performance art explores human instincts such as fear
and desire. She integrated various inspiration and different themes into her
works including examining society and questioning its conventions and
human behavior. Within her performances, Yingmei crosses mediums and
often incorporates sound, video, and installation. She spontaneously
develops performances as situational experiments, and on the other hand,
she can also plan her performances with attention intensely being paid to
the last detail.

Performance Artist Lan Hungh

www.Lanhungh.tk

Being critical about the art system and its conventions, Lan Hungh has chosen a
very open discipline: performance art. No role-playing here. His physical presence
and his perception of actuality; the local and global context in which he lives, are all
making the subject itself. His actions – a mix of nonsense and intelligibility based on
a universal and natural grammar and inspired by daily life – engage an exchange at
eye level with the public. Like a contemporary Diogenes looking for the honest man,
Lan Hungh praises nature, purity, and freedom. Can art change the world?
Regardless of the response: it is crucial to formulating thought-provoking
questions.
-- Tiny Domingos
LAN Hungh is a mix-media artist who works with performance, video, music and
installation, through which he demonstrates a passion for psychology and body
works, often subjected to definition changes by language and structures based
actions. In the process of research and development, Hungh often involves himself
in architecture and environmental context, and his works show a commitment to an
erotism and body-politic in conceptualizing of art.
Born in Taipei, Taiwan, LAN Hungh studied at the University of Art in Taiwan and
the National Conservatory in France, and is currently working as curator in MPA-B
(Month of Performance Art Berlin), founding member and president of APA-B
(association for performance art in Berlin), art director of stattberlin gallery,
Gallery-33, gr_und Artist Run Space in Berlin.

Lan Hungh
Performance initiation
on Monomyth

Lan Hungh will use his actions and body as communication
material, to create a conversation between space, art,
audience and his definition of artistic creativity on the
exhibition MONOMYTH. The stillness, silence, and absence
will be essential parts of the actual actions during the
performance. It is in between of whole and none.

